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BRENT EXTRUDERS & EQUIPMENT

HAND EXTRUDER
The handextruder makes thousands of different solid or hollow shapes: tubes, bars, tiles, slabs.
The possibilities are endless. Construction is heavy-duty steel pipe with wear and stress points
case hardened to withstand all production applications. The barrel is 4 inches wide and holds
10 pounds of clay. An easy-to-remove end cap holds the die you choose. Comes with the hardware
needed to be bolted to a wall or table, and an optional stand can be purchased to attach it to the
end of all Brent SR model slab rollers.

PRICE $590.00

STANDARD DIE SET
A basic 3-piece set, each die is made from anodized aluminum for longer life.
Circles range from 3/16" to 5/8" diameter.

PRICE $58.00

HANDEX HOLLOW DIE SETS
For more intricate use of the handextruder, we designed a tube
die set to make hollow extrusions. Use these dies to extrude hollow
round, hexagonal and square shapes.
PRICE $135.00

HAND EXTRUDER MOUNTING SYSTEMS FOR SLAB ROLLERS
Save space in your studio by mounting your handextruder to the end of any SR model slab roller
These Handex Stands provide a solid mounting system that saves your table and wall space.

SR-14, SR-20, SR-36 Stands

PRICE $228.00

*****Please specify Slab Roller
Model for Correct Mounting System.

BATMOBILE
A great way to store your unused bats. The Batmobile can hold 60-90 bats, depending on thickness, and
has an adjustable shelf to accommodate 12" to 14" bats. Standing 42" x 35" x 14", the Batmobile’s top
shelf can also be used on the ware cart.

PRICE $498.00
WARE CART
Designed for stability, convenience, and versatility. Stability is achieved by a one-piece construction per
side using a single bent one-inch heavy walled steel pipe with welded-on shelf supports. Heavy-duty Kee
clamps are used to connect the sides with three one-inch diameter steel pipes. The ware cart, standing 77
inches tall, 24 inches deep, and 32 inches wide is on swivel casters with 4-inch rubber tires to give you
the convenience of rolling the cart from place to place. The versatility of the Ware Cart in stacking bats,
ware, tools, etc. is open to your needs. NOTE: Cart is shipped ready to assemble. Shelves sold
Seperately.

PRICE $610.00 Comes with Plastic Cover. Ware cart with 12 shelves ....$710.00
Additional Covers $6.20ea ...12 Extra cart shelves.... PRICE $115.00

Set of 6 Plywood Shelves.......Price $67.00
COMPACT CART......$490.00
MOBILE HEAT PROOF KILN CART

Mobility and safety are the prime features of this kiln cart. This sturdy, rugged cart is made
of 16 gauge steel with 19 gauge trays. Each of the three extra deep trays includes a non-asbestos heat
resistant bottom surface panel to make handling of projects safe and easy right from the kiln.
The cart comes with quality 5" wheels for ease of movement. PRICE $815.00

BRENT KILN SHELF CART
A mobile, efficient means of loading and unloading your kiln, the Brent Kiln Shelf Cart is 47" high, 35"
long and 13" wide. Steel rods keep up to 16 shelves (up to 20") stored vertically and separated for less
damage. Three shelves give you room for stacking posts, cones, stilts, pots, etc. and are interchangeable
with our ware cart shelves.

PRICE $650.00
10% Discount plus Freight

39 PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

